Reinforced concrete pool with isothermal formwork

Strong and simple, like all the best ideas

10
year

it’s rock solid !

Guarantee

procopi.com

Pool & Spa Equipment

You want to combine pleasure and a sound investment?
BLOKIT®SYSTEM pools are made of reinforced concrete.
It is a traditional process that guarantees incomparable strength and durability.

With BLOKIT®SYSTEM, you enhance your standing, indulge yourself and
your family and you increase the value of your home.
It is perfect for your needs.

BLOKIT®SYSTEM

pools - a sound investment.

BLOKIT SYSTEM
made for you
®

DESIGNED TO LAST
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THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE
HARNESSED IN FREE FORM POOL SHAPES AND FLOORS

BLOKIT®SYSTEM’s particularity lies in its modular formwork blocks. Formwork
can be built much more easily, much faster and much more cleanly than
conventional formwork.
This reduces the impact on your garden and shortens the time required to build
your pool.
BLOKIT®SYSTEM modules are designed and manufactured in adherence with
the most stringent industrial standards. It is a quality product.

Both a formwork block and an insulated box:
a simple, clever design.

BLOKIT®SYSTEM
three advantages in one ingenious concept

1

Modular, lightweight formwork that
fits together rapidly:

2

Efficient insulation:

3

Smooth inner surfaces:

fewer complications, less work.

warmer water.

the pool walls have a perfect finish, even under the
unforgiving pool lights.

BLOKIT®SYSTEM
double layer of insulation.
In addition to their exceptional strength, BLOKIT®SYSTEM pools are
protected by the two thick, insulating walls of the formwork modules.
The modules create one insulating layer between the water and the
concrete, and another between the concrete and the earth.
This produces a Thermos effect that keeps the pool water significantly
warmer than that in an ordinary pool.

Between 3° and 5° WARMER
in a BLOKIT®SYSTEM pool
than in a conventional pool.

DESIGNED TO LAST
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FREE FORM

Pool shapes

Turquoise

Ruby

Onyx

Saphire

Jade

Emerald

Pool base

Flat base

Wedge shaped base

Sloped base

With a BLOKIT®SYSTEM pool, you have complete peace of mind,
now, and for a very long time to come.

THE STEPS
Steps built into the main structure
The steps are integrated into the main structure of the pool so they are completely encircled.
This technique guarantess the mechanical strength of the construction.

Roman or straight, in a corner, etc. to embellish and enhance your pool,
the choice is endless.

DESIGNED TO LAST
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ROBUST, TRIED AND TESTED WATERPROOFING
WITH SUPERLINER V2F 0.85 MM
BLOKIT®SYSTEM uses Superliner V2F, the last word in liners. Perfectly leaktight, exceptionally
resistant to stains and the action of ultra violet light, it retains its good looks and pliancy over
the passing years.
Superliner V2F has already been fitted to over 100,000 pools world-wide, making it the
reference for pool professionals. With Superliner, you are guaranteed complete peace of mind
for many years.

colours to suit all tastes
Liners come in blue, green, beige, grey...
Choose green for water with a caribbean green look.
To make the water appear dazzling blue, choose blue.
If you prefer water that changes colour to reflect the mood of the sky, choose grey or beige.
Superliner V2F - Plain

Blue grey

Taupe

White

Beige

Light blue

Dark blue

Grey

Anthracite
grey

Green

Superliner V2F - patterned and tile band

Byzantin beige

Cancun beige
Cancun grey
Byzance
Marine mosaic 2x2
Loire (gravel)
(available as a tile band) (available as a tile band) (available as a tile band) (available as a tile band)

HIGH BATHER LOAD
Reinforced PVC membrane:
resilient and hard-wearing.
If your pool has a high bather load, or plays host to rather reckless
swimmers, or if you rent or loan your home out during the summer, you
could opt for a reinforced PVC membrane (ALKORPLAN).
Alkorplan reinforced PVC membranes can withstand the harshest
treatment and the most careless swimmers. This is why they are a
frequent choice for commercial pools. Even though they are thick and
resilient, they are supple enough to fit over the most complicated shape.
Important: reinforced membranes must be fitted by a qualified
professional.
Superliner V2F is made by the leading French manufacturer of waterproofing
membranes, the only company able to guarantee millimetre accurancy of cuts and the
industrial quality ultrasonic welds.

Light blue

Adriatic blue

White

Caribbean green

Beige

Black

To protect the liner and enhance comfort, impact
sheeting is installed between the wall and the
liner.

Tile bands in every style
From conventional to daring, somber or contemporary patterns,
we have what you need to customise your pool.
And always a perfect match for your liner.

Superliner V2F - with friezes

Genoa

Caracol beige

Caracol blue

Capri grey

Capri beige

Capri blue

10
year

Guarantee

FULL
GUARANTEE

Maya grey

Maya beige

Kéops

Lisboa ochre

Maya blue

Napoli

Minos

THE EFFICIENCY OF A
TRADITIONAL
FILTRATION SYSTEM
The purity of your water, the pleasure
you take in bathing and the ease of
maintenance of your pool all depend
on the efficacy of the filtration system.

RTM
Excellence

Eurostar II

To guarantee crystal clear, pure water, BLOKIT®SYSTEM
recommends a traditional sand filter. Your advisor will study the
demands of your installation and recommend the right models for
you.

DESIGNED TO LAST
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THE COVER by
With a vast range to choose from, we have the cover you need to keep your pool clean and safe
winter and summer.
Summer covers provide excellent thermal protection.
Procopi’s automatic, slatted Delta covers combine years of experience and ultramodern
manufacturing techniques to ensure an impeccable, stringently controlled quality product.

Winter cover

Bar cover

Automatic cover, Aquadeck ES

Automatic cover, Thermodeck

Automatic cover, Evodeck

Automatic cover, Stardeck

Automatic cover, Coverdeck

Automatic cover, Stardeck Inéo

HEATING by
There are several solutions

Climexel prassembled
Titanium heat
exchanger

Traditional:
boilers running on fuel, natural gas, propane, etc.
electrical boilers.
New technology:
heat pumps, heat exchangers, solar collector panels.

OTHER OPTIONS by
We can offer other options to maximise your
enjoyment of your pool.
For example, install a counter-swim unit for a
more strenuous work out or simply to enjoy the
benefits of an effective massage.

Heat pump
Climexel MPI
Heat pump Fairland

Counter Swim unit
Badujet Primavera

CLEANING AND
WATER TREATMENT by
Each pool has specific needs in terms of
cleaning and water treatment. Your advisor Automatic cleaner
can analyse your installation and recommend Pool Valet Junior
the best solutions to optimise and automate
pool cleaning and water treatment, taking the
drudgery out of pool maintenance.

ACCESSORIES
A few finishing touches for your pool.

Automatic cleaner
Victor P

Automatic regulation
Regul System

Trianon ladder

S-shaped diving
board

DESIGNED TO LAST
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A

2 massage positions ST.2.18

10
year

Guarantee

SPA...

3 massage positions ST.3.17

BLOKIT®SYSTEM advisors are qualified

4 massage positions ST.4.31

Dealer’s stamp:

pool professionals with years of experience.
They have the know-how and skill to build your
dream pool.
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